ACCOUNTING


ART

Brammeier, Heather. 61st Juried Exhibition, group exhibition. Sioux City Art Center (December 13, 2008-February 15, 2009).


———. Fluidity, solo exhibition. Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Murray State University, Murray, Kentucky (August 22-September 28, 2008).


BIOLOGY


BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION


Perry, Sandra J. D. and Tanya M. Marcum, J.D. “Liability for School Sexual Harassment under Title IX: How the Courts are Failing our Children.” *University of La Verne Law Review* 30 (December 2008). CHECK BACK AFTER IN PRINT: PP

CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY


CIVIL ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION


**COMMUNICATION**


**COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS**


**ECONOMICS**


**EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT**


**Tripses, J.** “Professional Growth Plans Based on ELCC Standards." *Program Preparation; Instructional Module* 3, no. 1 (June 2008).


**ENGLISH**

**Stein, Kevin.** *Sufficiency of the Actual.* Urbana, IL, and Chicago: University of Illinois Press (2009).

**FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES**


Spoth, T., **G. Randall,** and C. Shin. “Substance-Related Outcomes of Universal Family- and School-Based Interventions 5.5 years Past Baseline.” *Drug and Alcohol Dependence* 96: 57-68.

**FOREIGN LANGUAGES**


**HISTORY**


**INDUSTRIAL & MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY**


**LIBRARY SCIENCE**


**MARKETING**


**MATHEMATICS**


**MECHANICAL ENGINEERING**


**MULTIMEDIA**

MUSIC

PHYSICAL THERAPY AND HEALTH SCIENCE

PHYSICS


PSYCHOLOGY


PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES


POLITICAL SCIENCE


SOCIOLOGY

TEACHER EDUCATION


THEATRE ARTS


Snyder, Steve. The Foreigner. Directed professional production for Gilmore Creek Summer Theatre in Winona, MN (July and August 2008).

Snyder, Steve. Tuesdays with Morrie. Played the role of “Mitch Albom” in production at Summerstock, a professional summer theatre on the University of Findlay campus (July 2008).